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 Assalaamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakaatuh 

Your Subjects for Wednesday, August 25, 2010 

 Quran/Tafsir for Surah At-Taghabun  

 Literature 

 Language Arts Today, Grammar, or English  

 Story Review The Treasure of Lemon Brown 

 Vocabulary & Spelling 

 Science/Math 

May Allah grant you success, aameen 

Quran/Tafsir 

Please provide a benefit that you learned from reading the Tafsir of Surah At-Taghabun - Not less than four 

complete sentences.  

Sentence Structure 

1.  Choose the misspelled word in each list. If all the words are correct, write correct.  

a) particulary, naturally, similarity     b) privilage, recognition, maintenance  

2.  Choose the correct missing word in the sentence. 

a) Rita’s Italian Ice has a sale on mango flavored __________. (sorbet, shurbet , sherbet, sherbat)  

b) He _______ reading to seeing movies. (inferred, preferred, revered)  

3.  Choose the word that best completes each sentence. 

a) Many insects __________ to changes in climate. (adapt, adopt)  

b) The ________ settlers quickly cleared the forest. (hearty, hardy)  

4. Use the correct punctuation and capitalization for each sentence. Mark the error or say no error.  

1) i sailed with jason 

2) did medea give jason a charm 

3) Superman is a great comic strip character?  
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5. Correct the sentence. 

1) Boxes with carefully crafted joints. 

2)  I saw the exhibit of Shaker objects every object was a lovely treasure. 

Language Arts Today, Grammar, or English 

1.  A sentence is a group of words that expresses a complete thought. What are the four types of sentences? Give 

an example for each type.  

2.  Every sentence needs two parts to express a complete thought. What are the two parts of a sentence?  Write a 

sentence that includes a complete subject and a complete predicate. 

3. Within the complete subject and the complete predicate, you can find the simple subject and the simple 

predicate. Write and example sentence, and then underline the simple subject once and the simple predicate 

twice.  

4. A compound subject and a compound predicate include more than one person, place, thing, or action. Write an 

example sentence for a compound subject. Write a sentence for a compound predicate.  

5. A simple sentence has one complete subject and one complete predicate.  What is a compound sentence? Give 

an example of a simple sentence and a compound sentence. 

6. Provide examples for correct punctuation in a declarative, imperative, interrogative and exclamatory sentence.  

Classroom Notes on Writing  

1. Freewriting: What does the term “Modern Day Muslim”, mean to you?     

2.  Descriptive Paragraph. Write a paragraph. Describe a place that you have visited before, that you thought was 

awesome or would not like to visit again. Name any landmarks, houses, rooms, parks, etc... Tell how this place is 

like or not like other places you have visited.  

The Treasure of Lemon Brown 

Write a paragraph about one of the characters in the story of Lemon Brown. Explain your characters conflict with 

others in the story.  

How should this story be viewed about homelessness?  

Describe anything you believe to be true, that would have helped improve the situation between the characters of 

the story.  
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Include any facts or quotes from the story that will make your points clear.  

Spelling List (1a-3a) 

Please number your paper 1 to 30 (two rows of 15 words)  

Science Test 1 

1. From what sources do scientists obtain information? 

2. Where do scientists search for answers to problems? 

3. What was the nature of Jane Goodall’s work in Tanzania? 

4. How does nutrition differ in plants and animals? 

5. The human body contains _____% of water. 

6. Oxygen is an _____________ and __________ gas. 

Mathematics Test 1 

Write in standard form. 

1. two hundred nine     2. one thousand, seventy-six 

Replace each □ with >,<, or = to make a true sentence. 

3. $24 □ $42  4. 2,310 □ 2,311  5. 10,308 □ 10,306 

Round to the underlined place-value position. 

6. 681  7. 681  8. 1,685  9. 29,544 

Add and subtract. 

10. 108 – (43+14) =   11. (586 + 1,140) – (613 -247) = 

 

Don’t forget to request that your Notebooks are looked at before you leave 

All Academic subjects 

Submit all your test answers to fts.homework@verizon.net .....NOW! 
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